
How to make brine treatment
efficient and profitable?
anDritZ separators – a sustainable solution

www.andritz.com

SUCCESS STORY:
recovering valuable oil

at 

aceitunaS guaDalQuivir,

Seville, Spain
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Separator model ca 41-Ss

aceitunas guadalquivir, located in Seville,

Spain, and founded in 1962 by Francisco

escalante rivera, is one of the five largest

olive processing companies in the world.

More than 50,000 tons of table olives are

processed in four manufacturing plants and

sold in 60 countries. the company’s mission

is to achieve the highest quality, the lowest

cost, and the best customer service in a

sustainable process. continuous innovation

in the final products, services, and process

achieved  together with the technology 

suppliers enables the customer to keep 

creating value with its products. the com-

pany processes a huge variety of products,

including green or black pitted and unpitted

olives, stuffed, and sliced olives. in all cases,

brine is used to condition the olives and

move them along the process lines. this

brine is contaminated by solids particles and

the oil that the fruits release. a large amount

of brine is used every day, and the only way

to reduce water and salt consumption was

to purify the brine efficiently, removing all 

contaminants. by extending the useful life of

the brine, the costs for water disposal are 

reduced because there is less contaminated

waste, and less storage capacity is required

for the waste brine. in addition, valuable oil is

recovered, bringing extra revenue.

The challenge: reducing brine consumption
and disposal, and recovering valuable oil
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the solution proposed was new for the

customer so we decided to proceed step

by step. aceitunas guadalquivir tested our

equipment on each line, starting with one

separator. We designed the separation unit

so that it could be moved from one line to

the next and connected up easily at each

one. the result was a very user-friendly,

plug-and-play system, mounted on a skid

with wheels. as brine was to be treated,

this had to  be considered in selecting

the construction materials. the design of

the disk stack and inlet/outlet block was

optimized to allow maximum possible brine

purification while recovering purest oil. a

separator with stainless steel cladding was

mounted on a stainless steel skid along with

the cabinet containing the control panel

and power supply. the operating water feed

system completes the separation unit. the

first separator was a ca41-S – self cleaning,

with belt drive, and al lowing automatic

washing and cost-effective operation thanks

to the low power consumption and  re duced

maintenance requirements. aceitunas

guadalquivir soon saw the excellent per -

formance of the first machine, and three

more units were purchased to provide each

process line with its own brine treatment

facility, one ca51-S and two ca41-S.

Our solution: an efficient and user-friendly
separation unit

launch of the anDritZ Frautech separa-

tors for brine treatment turned out to

be a  huge leap forward towards a more

sustainable production process. Water dis-

posal, and thus consumption, was reduced

dramatically, achieving considerable savings

while reducing the environmental impact.

on average, 4-5k liters of water are needed

daily to run the two smaller lines and 7-8k

liters to run the larger line. pre viously, up to

18k liters of water were consumed every

day, but now the same quantity of water is

consumed weekly. originally, the oil was 

recovered by gravity separation in tanks

that were exposed to high temperatures, so

the separation process took a long time

and the oil’s exposure to heat increased its

acidity, hence decreasing its value. With our

separators, the oil is separated “inline”, just

after it is released by the olives. Separation

takes place in a much shorter  period

without needing any kind of storage/settling

capacity. thanks to  ra tion al i za tion and

automation of the brine treatment process,

the labor costs related  specifically to

this work were also reduced by 10%.

Furthermore, there is no time for the acidity

to rise, so the recovered oil is of  better

quality. 

Results: longer brine lifecycle and 
exceptional revenue from oil recovery

10%
leSS

labor coSt

up to

500 lt
olive oil recovereD 

per ShiFt

+500%
extenDeD 

brine liFe

„Choosing ANDRITZ Frautech
separators was a very smart decision:

What better result than increasing
profitability while reducing costs for

waste disposal?
ANDRITZ SEPARATION is the right

supplier to choose.”

FRanCiSCO JaviER ESCalanTE TERRón, 

CHiEF OpERaTiOnS OFFiCER
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www.andritz.com

Key equipment

F O O D

Customer benefits
longer brine lifecyclen

highest brine purificationn

extra revenue from the olive oil recoveredn

user-friendly separation unitn

reduced waste and disposal costsn

Technical features
Design: belt drive; 3-phase; self-cleaning;n

skid-mounted; integrated water feed unit

Wet parts in special finish, suitable forn

treating products containing salt

heavy phase discharged by centripetaln

pump; light phase discharged by gravity

aFrica

anDRiTZ Delkor (pty) ltd.
phone: +27 (11) 012 7300

Fax: +27 (86) 636 2122

separation.za@andritz.com

aSia

anDRiTZ Singapore pte. ltd.
phone: +65 (6512) 1800

Fax: +65 (6863) 4482

separation.sg@andritz.com

auStralia

anDRiTZ pty. ltd.
phone: +61 (3) 8773 4888

Fax: +61 (3) 8773 4899

separation.au@andritz.com

china

anDRiTZ (China) ltd.
phone: +86 (757) 8258 6802

Fax: +86 (757) 8258 6828

separation.cn@andritz.com

europe

anDRiTZ Frautech S.r.l.
phone: +39 (0445) 575695

Fax: +39 (0445) 576723 

separation.it@andritz.com

north aMerica

anDRiTZ SEpaRaTiOn inc.
phone: +1 (817) 465 5611

Fax: +1 (817) 468 3961

separation.us@andritz.com

All data, information, statements, photographs, and graphic illustrations in this leaflet are without any obligation and raise no liabilities to or form part of any sales contracts of ANDRITZ AG 
or any affiliates for equipment and/or systems referred to herein. © ANDRITZ AG 2016. All rights reserved. No part of this copyrighted work may be reproduced, modified or distributed in 
any form or by any means, or stored in any database or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of ANDRITZ AG or its affiliates. Any such unauthorized use for any purpose 
is a violation of the relevant copyright laws. ANDRITZ AG, Stattegger Strasse 18, 8045 Graz, Austria.

   
    

    

   
   

   

  
    

    

  
    

    

 
    

     

 
  

    
    

 
  

    
    

South aMerica

anDRiTZ SEpaRaTiOn ltda.
phone: +55 (47) 3387 9100

Fax: +55 (47) 3387 9104

separation.bra@andritz.com

Technical data                 Unit                  Ca 41-S Ca 51-S

rated capacity                       l/h                    3,500 / 4,000 7,000 / 8,000

Motor                                     kW                    7.5 11

length                                   cm                    225 240

Width                                     cm                    90 95

height                                    cm                    185 185

Separator model ca41-Ss
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